MOUNTAINS OF THE EARTH
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32 mountains all around the globe in your pocket
Marmota Maps invites all card players to a voyage around the globe. The Mountains of the Earth
Quartet presents 32 different summits from all continents. Discover the Seven Summits, the Eightthousanders of Asia, the highest peaks of the Andes and many
more famous and little known mountains, such as Fuji,
Ararat, or the highest summit of the Ural Mountains.
The Mountains of the Earth Quartet is the first Marmota Maps card game in English.
“Our Quartets of the Alpine Animals and the Alpine
Mountains are quite popular“, Stefan Spiegel says.
“Especially our non-German-speaking customers were
continuously asking for a quartet card game in English.
We are very content that we were finally able to fulfill
their wish. And, of course, we hope our German-speaking customers will still like the new game.“

PRODUCT DETAILS
NEW RELEASE: 1 JUNE 2019

PRICE: Euro 12.00
PLAYING CARDS: 32

“In the past years we realized several map projects
FORMAT: 59 X 92 mm
and we added a number of mountain prints, which
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH
had nothing to do with the Alpine area. So we thought,
why not do the same with our quartet card games? It seemed to be the next logical step to develop a quartet of the
highest, most important and most beautifull mountains on Earth“, Lana Bragina adds. “But no worries, we will, of
course, always stay dedicated to the Alps with our future projects. Even in the Mountains of the Earth Quartet you
will stumble upon one or the other Alpine summit.
All 32 mountains in the quartet were illustrated in the distinctive Marmota Maps design. For each mountain data in
five categories is listed: Height, topographic prominence, orometric dominance, climbing difficulty, and year of the
first ascent. In addition we collected special information on each mountain.
On the road, or at home. On a day, or a world trip. The handy quartet card game is fancy, fun, and informative.
Discover the most important peaks on the planet with the Mountains of the Earth Quartet.
The Mountains of the Earth Quartet is available for € 12.00 plus shipping on marmotamaps.com and in selected
shops.

MARMOTA MAPS – ABOUT US

Marmota Maps is a project by Lana Bragina and Stefan Spiegel in Hamburg, Germany. Both share a passion for
geography, design, and the graphical presentation of data and information. Following a successful Kickstarter campaign in 2015 they published the first transnational map of the entire Alps with all ski resorts on it. With over 2,000
maps sold, they are constantly developing new creative design ideas and products. Because of their love for the
mountains, the focus of Marmota Maps lies primarily in the Alpine region. But the start-up is also exploring other
topics and regions.
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